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ABSTRACf 

The capabilities of the coupled charged/neutral particle transport SN code 

SMARTEPANTS (~imulating Many Accumulative Rutherford Trajectories Electron 

£.hoton and Neutral Transport Solver) have been extended from x-y-z geometry to x-y-z 

geometry with embedded cylinders. A new method called the super-cell algorithm was 

applied to accommodate cylindrical shapes using a rectangular mesh. The super-cell is 

defined as a rectangular mesh cell containing one or more material interfaces. Each 

material region within a super-cell constitutes a sub-cell. To model cylindrical shapes, 

curved sub-cell interfaces were used. 

The critical aspect of the super-cell method was to determine the angular fluxes in 

a sub-cell within the super-cell. To do this, the super-cells were divided into two major 

categories, Type-1 and Type-2. The cylinder's radius compared to the super-cell's mesh 

size was used as a basis to distinguish the super-cell's type. Each type was divided into 

several sub-cases depending on the direction cosine of the angular flux when entering the 

super-cell. 

The super-cell method was integrated into SMARTEP ANTS and then used to 

calculate the energy deposition for a variety of test problems to check the method's 

sensitivity to its parameters. For a block of galium-arsenide (Ga-As) with an embedded 

gold cylinder, it was found that an Ss quadrature set with a five energy groups is both time 

efficient and yields satisfactory results. The effect of cylinder radius compared to the mesh 

size in Type-2 super-cells was found to be minimum for an optimum mesh size. 

Several benchmark problems were performed to compare the super-cells results 

with coupled electron/photon Monte Carlo code (ITS). The total energy deposition in the 

peak energy cell was selected to facilitate the comparison. Peak energy cell is the cell with 

the maximum energy deposition. For an isotropic electron source in a Ga-As block 

embedded with Type-l and Type-2 gold cylinders the results were within 3% and 6% 

respectively and SMARTEPANTS results in the non-super-cells were more symmetric 

than Monte Carlo. Super-cell also demonstrated better computer efficiency both in CPU 

time and memory when compared with the Monte Carlo method on the same machine. 



1. INTRODUCTION 

The distribution of subatomic particles, whether charged or neutral, is of great 

interest in many scientific fields. The study of charged particles is not only of interest in 

the nuclear field but also in a whole spectrum of applications in other industries and 

research fields including electronics and health. In the electronic field, for example, the 

energy and charge deposition of the electron beam used for doping in semiconductor 

manufacturing is of great significance. This, as well as other applications, require an 

accurate evaluation of the particle's distribution. 

13 

For a dense system of particles the linear Boltzmann transport equation has been 

proven to be quite sufficient for determining particle distributions in energy and media of 

concern. Continuing research in the applied mathematics community is being performed 

to expand the classes of the problems for which analytical solutions to the Boltzmann 

transport equation can be obtained. However, the work is limited to geometrical 

configurations that are far too idealized to be relevant to most real life engineering 

problems. Simultaneous with the rapidly increasing computational power of digital 

computers, many sophisticated numerical methods have been developed in the past 

decade. These methods, incorporated into general-purpose computer codes offer the 

solution to multigroup, multiregion and multidimensional transport problems that are most 

often encountered in nuclear reactors, radiation shields, and other applications. The 

numerical methods are divided into two major categories, probabilistic ( Monte Carlo), 

and deterministic of which the most popular method is discrete ordinates (SN). Although 

the Monte Carlo method is very time consuming (computationally), it offers a great 

flexibility in terms of geometrical configurations. On the other hand the deterministic 
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techniques are efficient in computational time but lack the geometrical flexibility of Monte 

Carlo codes. 

The general objective of this work is to remedy part of this disadvantage in an SN 

code for charged and neutral particles. By achieving this, the SN code will be able to 

perform calculations in a medium of combinations of cube and embedded cylinders. To 

achieve this goal a new technique called super-cell will be introduced and incorporated 

with the SN code. 

In this chapter we will first describe the essence of the linearized Boltzmann 

transport equation, and methodologies used to solve it. Then we will briefly introduce the 

electron transport which is the major substance of this thesis. A summarized introduction 

to the electron-transport SN code, SMARTEPANTSl (Simulated Many Accumulative 

Ratherford Trajectories Electron Photon And Neutral Transport Solver), will follow. This 

is the SN code in which super-cell technique is implemented. After that the focus of 

general geometry, SN, and the super-cell technique will be discussed and the related work 

elsewhere will be described. 

1.1 Boltzmann Equation 

Linear Boltzmann transport theory goes back more than a century when it was first 

formulated by Ludwig Boltzmann for the study of the kinetic theory of gases. It was not 

until the advent of nuclear chain reactors in the 1940's that interest arose in solving the 

neutral particle Boltzmann transport equation for problems in the broad range of 

geometrical configurations found in nuclear reactor and radiation shielding applications. 

The linearized Boltzmann transport equation can be directly derived from particle 

conservation across an element of phase space. In its derivation a small volume element at 

a certain location in the system is considered. Expressions are then obtained by 
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considering the rate at which particles of a given energy and specific direction enter and 

leave the volume element. The algebraic sum of these expressions represent a net rate of 

change with time of the density of particles of the prescribed energy and direction of 

motion at the specific location. In essence, the result is a particle transport equation. For 

a neutron distribution of N ( r,E,Q )dr dE dQ in volume dr and about r, with energy in 

dE about E, and moving solid angle dQ about direction Q, the total track length per 

second of particles in a phase space element dr dE dQ is VeE) N ( r,E, Q )dr dE dQ , 

where veE) is the neutron speed. The quantity veE) N ( r,E,Q ) is often referred to as the 

angular neutron flux <1>( r,E,Q ) and the linear steady state balance in dr dE dQ in terms of 

angular flux is written as 

Q. V<I>(r,E,Q) + ~T (r,E)<I>(r,E,Q)= 

fo'" dEl 11QI ~s(r,EI-+ E,QI-+ Q)<I>(r,EI ,QI
) + (1-1) 

+X(E) fodE v(E I )~F(r,EI )<I>(r,EI ) + S(r,E,Q). 

The total macroscopic cross section ~(r,E) is the total number of neutron 

interactions of all types per unit track length, ~s(r,E'~E, QI ~Q) dr dE dQ represents the 

number of particles per unit track length scattered from energy E' and direction QI to dE 

about E and Q about dQ, and the fission cross section ~FCr,E) is the number of fission 

interactions occurring per unit track length. The average number of neutrons produced 

per fission is defined as veE) and the fission spectrum X(E) dE is the fractional probability 

of a fission particle appearing in energy range dE about E. The scalar flux cJ?(r,E) is 

defined as the integral}4n dQI <I>(r,E,QI), and the inhomogeneous source S(r,E,Q)dr dE 

dQ is the number of neutrons emitted in volume dr about location r, with energy dE 

about E, and moving in solid angle dQ about Q. 
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The first term on the left-hand side is interpreted as the rate of production of 

particles in phase space due to streaming while the second term represents the loss of 

particles due to all types of collisions. The first term of the right-hand side is the rate of 

gain of particles in phase space resulting from scattering from all phase space elements at 

7, while the second term is the gain due to fission. Several physical assumptions are 

inherent in Eq. (1-1) as follows: 

1. scattering is assumed to be dependent only on the scattering angle g.gl, which is 

valid in isotropic media; 

2. the fission spectrum X(E) is assumed to be independent of the fission energy EI; 

3. the angular distribution of fission neutrons is assumed to be isotropic, which is 

reasonable at energies under consideration here ( s20 MeV); 

4. to preserve linearity, macroscopic cross sections are assumed to be independent of 

the flux (burnup is ignored). 

Equation (1-1) is an integro-differential equation in six variables (three spatial, two 

angular and one in energy), and a general solution has not been found. While an analytical 

solution has been obtained for simplified cases, realistic problems require a numerical 

solution by one of several methods, which can be divided into two general classes; 

deterministic, of which the most popular method is discrete ordinates (SN); and 

probabilistic (Monte Carlo). Although by no means complete, Fig. 1.1 illustrates general 

categories into which most of the solutions to the linearized Boltzmann equation fall. 
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Linear Boltzmann Transport Equation 

Probabilistic: 

Monte Carlo 

Deterministic 

Spherical Hannonics IN Discrete Ordinates SN Singular Eigenfunction 

Finite Difference Method of Charactristics 

Figure 1.1 Schematic of the solution techniques for the Boltzmann equation. 
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1.1.1 Analytical Solution to the Boltzmann Transport Equation 

Several elegant analytical methods for the solution of transport problems have 

been pursued since the 1940's. The Weiner-Hopftechnique, singular eigenfunction 

expansions, and other analytical techniques have provided magnificent insight into the 

nature of transport processes through the study of highly idealized models. As mentioned 

earlier, while the applied mathematical transport theorists continue to explore new classes 

of solutions, the work is limited to geometrical configurations which are too idealized 

relative to most real-life engineering problems. But by no means should the importance of 

the analytical solutions be ignored since they are the most reliable sources for benchmarks 

providing verification of numerical solutions for practical problems2. 

1.1.2 Numerical Solution to the Boltzmann Transport Equation 

Along with the rapid advancement in digital computers, many sophisticated 

numerical methods have been developed. These methods are applicable to multimedia, 

multidimensional and multiregion problems in linear transport encountered in nuclear 

reactors, radiation shielding and other applications. 

The discrete ordinates method in the mUltigroup energy approximation is the most 

widely used approach to solve the linearized Boltzmann equation for neutron and photon 

transport. The method consists of a system of finite difference equations representing the 

phase space of a finite number of discrete points. These equations are solved using an 

iterative process by relating flux densities at each spatial point to the values in the adjacent 

points. The method yields fast accurate solutions in one, two and three dimensional 

geometry. 

Discrete ordinates (SN) transport codes which solve linearized Boltzmann 

transport equation for distribution of neutrons and photons in nuclear systems have 
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reached a high level of development. The early one-dimensional codes DTF-IV3 and 

ANISN4 are widely used. The development of diffusion accelerations as well as 

increasing computer speed and capacity have made detailed transport calculations more 

economical; as a result codes such as ONEDANT> and TWODANT7 are also being used 

widely. In Fusion reactor analysis, the toroidal geometry capability of codes such as 

TRIDENT8 and TRISM9 are useful. 

In addition to the details of implementation, the primary difference between the SN 

method and other deterministic methods, as shown in Fig.1-1, lies with the treatment of 

angular dependence of the particle distribution. While in most of the other techniques the 

angular variable is treated as a continuous variable, in the SN method the angular variable 

is discretized into a finite set of discrete directions. The integro-differential equation is 

then evaluated directly but not along discrete directions. 

The discrete ordinates (SN) method has two very attractive benefits which account 

for its popularity, the derivation of SN is very straightforward; and the algorithms 

generated are computationally very efficient. At the time of its original development, the 

early 1950's, these benefits were of paramount importance, owing to limited computer 

efficiencies at the time. The fact that the method continues to be used and adapted in old 

and new applications, in this age of modern computing abilities, is a tribute to its power 

and versatility. However, as with any method which seeks to represent a continuous 

function in a discrete manner, the SN solution still continues to encounter problem; the 

most notable of which are numerical diffusion, and ray effects. 

1.1.3 The Monte Carlo Method 

In the treatment of deterministic computational methods discussed in the preceding 

section, the computing errors are systematic. Aside from uncertainties in the cross section 
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data, they arise not only from discretization of the time-space-angle-energy phase space 

for numerical computation but also from the fact that the present state of the art does not, 

with only rare exception, permit the full representation of three-dimensional configurations 

in deterministic transport computations. 

In contrast, Monte Carlo methods now in existence are capable of treating very 

complex three dimensional geometry 10. Moreover, the continuous treatment of energy as 

well as space and angle obviates the discretization errors such as those which result from 

the use of a multigroup approximation. Hence, for a given set of cross-section data, the 

errors in Monte Carlo calculations take the form of stochastic uncertainties. 

In its simplest form, Monte Carlo consists of simulating a finite number of particle 

histories through the use of a random number generator. In each particle history, random 

numbers are generated and used to sample appropriate probability distributions for 

scattering angles, track length distance between collisions, and so on. For simplicity, 

consider a fixed source problem in a non-multiplying medium with only capture and elastic 

scattering. Assuming that the problem is time independent, each history is begun by 

sampling the source distribution to determine the particle's initial energy, position, and 

direction. After stochastically determining the number of mean free paths that the particle 

will travel before colliding, the material region and point of collision are determined. By 

sampling the cross section data, it is determined with which nuclide the particle has 

collided and whether the collision is a capture or a scattering reaction. If it is capture, the 

history is terminated, but if it is scattering, the distribution of scattering angles must be 

sampled to give a new direction. Then, in the case of elastic scattering, a new energy is 

determined by conservation of energy and momentum. With the energy, position and 

direction after the collision thus specified, the foregoing procedure is repeated for 

successive collisions until the particle is absorbed. 
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1.2 Electron Transport 

In the past decade, a significant effort has been made by computational physicists 

to solve problems in the field of charged particle transport. Space and reactor 

environments contain electron sources ranging from 1 eV to several tens of MeV. The 

detection and control of such radiation fields have resulted in a considerable scientific 

effort to develop accurate transport simulations. For a more comprehensive review the 

readers are referred to "Computational Methods in ElectronlPhoton Transport" by 

Mack,!! a portion of which is summarized here. 

The penetration of electrons in matter involves a number of interactions such as 

elastic scattering, inelastic atomic electron scattering, inelastic nuclear scattering, and 

production of secondary photons (e.g. fluorescence and bremsstrahlung). The photons 

can produce other secondary electrons by photoelectric, Compton, and pair production 

processes. At high energies, the electron/photon coupling is strong and very forward 

peaked. At lower electron energies the coupling becomes weaker but the complexity of 

the interaction increases. 

A brief review of the electron and photon physics is presented here, and more 

extensive reviews are available elsewhere.12-!6 Electrons scatter with little energy loss in 

nuclear Coulomb scattering interactions. The long-range Coulomb potential provides the 

physical basis for the existence of this interaction. Inelastic electron-electron scattering is 

considered the primary energy loss mechanism for electrons of low energy (below a few 

MeV). As a result of this interaction, atomic electrons may be ionized or in excited states. 

The relaxation of an atomic electron to more stable states results in the release of x-rays. 

At large energies, inelastic nuclear scattering usually predominates and results in 

bremsstrahlung production. This interaction involves an inelastic electron-nucleus 

collision which is accompanied by the emission of an appropriate quantum of radiation. 
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As an electron traverses a small fraction of its range, it undergoes a large number 

of small angle interactions of the aforementioned types. Because of this approximately 

continuous nature, it is possible to describe the cumulative effects of these interactions on 

the electron trajectory by applying multiple interaction theories to phenomena associated 

with electron energy loss and directional changes. 

The continuous slowing down approximation (CSDA) of Bethel4 is often used to 

construct collisional stopping powers for electrons in various media. Generally, stopping 

powers describe the average energy loss that an electron experiences upon moving a 

prescribed distance through a material (path length). Stopping powers based on collisional 

energy loss due to inelastic electron-electron scattering were later modified by Rohrlich 

and Carlsonl6 to include the effects of energy loss from bremsstrahlung production. The 

total stopping power of an electron in a given material is composed of the collisional and 

radiative component that establishes the average energy loss of the electron per unit path 

length. There is an added complexity, however, in that some electrons lose substantially 

more or less energy than the CSDA approximation predicts. Such a deviation from the 

CSDA average loss is termed the energy-straggling. The energy loss distribution 

function l7 has been established that includes the broadening (or straggling) due to both 

collisional and radiative energy losses. 

The primary focus of charged particle transport theory is the evaluation of the 

transport and penetration of electrons through matter. Several techniques used for neutral 

particle transport have been adapted for charged particles; among these are the Monte 

Carlo l8 and discrete ordinates methods,19 The method of moments, as developed by 

Lewis20 and Spencer21 was originally proposed to simulate the transport of the electrons 

in non-plasma material.22 Monte Carlo and the discrete ordinates methods will now be 

briefly discussed. 



1.2.1 Monte Carlo Method in Electron Transport 

Monte Carlo simulates the average behavior of electrons and photons as they 

stochastically diffuse through matter. The stochastic behavior is described by randomly 

sampling approximate probability distribution functions describing electron and photon 

interaction physics. Empirical and theoretical evidence indicates that the Monte Carlo 

method, as applied to problems of coupled electron photon transport involving complex 

geometries and detailed energy angle distributions, is a successful method. 
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Historically, the development of Monte Carlo electron transport theory can be 

traced to Zerby and Moran,23 who simulated high energy electron/photon cascade 

showers. Soon thereafter, Berger17 completed his landmark publication describing the 

intricacies of charged particle Monte Carlo simulation. This effort provided the 

foundation for a number of successful attempts24-26 to produce versatile and verified 

Monte Carlo codes that address a broad spectrum of electron/photon transport problems. 

The Integrated TIGER Series (ITS)26 is one of the most popular codes which 

employs the Monte Carlo method in electron transport. ITS is based primarily on the 

ETRAN system,24 which combines microscopic photon transport with a macroscopic 

random walk for electron transport. Electron transport treats energy loss, straggling, 

elastic scattering, and impact ionization, as well as the production of knock-on electrons, 

bremsstrahlung radiation, annihilation radiation, Auger electrons, and florescence 

photons.25 

1.2.2 Discrete Ordinate Method in Electron Transport 

Development of discrete-ordinates electron transport capability has been sporadic. 

The review by Morel and Wienke19 presents a concise historical chronology of the 

adaptation of the discrete-ordinates method to electron transport problems, and the 
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associated difficulties. Integral quantities, such as energy and charge deposition profiles, 

can be computed to high accuracy, but calculation of differential information, particularly 

when energy dependence is important, still exhibits convergence problems. Energy and 

angle straggling can now be treated with discrete ordinates in the Fokker-Planck 

framework.22 Discrete ordinates methods now exist which yield useful information for a 

variety of electron transport problems within the constraints listed. 

The Spencer-Lewis equation is the form of the transport equation that results 

when energy loss is modeled by the CSDA. Although it is an approximation of the 

Boltzmann equation it generally yields more accurate results than conventional 

multigroup-group numerical codes. This is because the errors due to CSDA are 

insignificant compared to numerical errors that inevitably result from a muItigroup solution 

of the Boltzmann equation. 

In most cases, it is not possible to obtain accurate multigroup-group cross sections 

unless the group width is small compared to the average energy lost per collision. With 

the Spencer/Lewis approach however, the energy loss is modeled by means of stopping 

power. The group to group transfer cross sections are not defined in the Spencer-Lewis 

equation, and the energy grid need only be fine enough to adequately describe the energy 

variation of the angular flux. Because of the statistical nature of the energy loss 

mechanism, the CSDA is not exact. Departure from pure continuous slowing down 

behavior is known as straggling. For the calculation of the energy deposition and other 

integrated quantities the effect of straggling is small and can be ignored. 

At this point it is appropriate to briefly introduce an electron transport, discrete 

ordinates code which employs the CSDA theory and is the main subject of this 

dissertation. 
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1.3 Introduction to SMARTEPANTS 

SMARTEPANTS is a diamond difference SN Boltzmann/Spencer-Lewis solver in 

x-y-z, r-z geometry for coupled transport of up to four types of particles. Photon

electron-positron and neutron-proton transport have been tested and benchmarked. The 

code has been mainly developed by Dr. William Filippone27 and has received many 

contributions from his students during past five years. A brief description of the 

mathematical modeling in SMARTEPANTS is presented in Chapter 2. 

The SMARTEP ANTS code uses several non-conventional variations of the 

SN/diamond differencing algorithm to solve coupled charged and neutral particle transport 

problems (see Appendix A). Energy and charge deposition, particle fluxes and leakage 

currents are determined in x-y-z and r-z geometries. 

Energy and charge deposition calculations can also be carried out using the 

CEPXS/ONEDANT28 code or in principle, a Monte Carlo code such as ITS.29 However, 

CEPXS/ONEDANT is restricted to one dimension, and charge depositions from Monte 

Carlo codes are rarely accurate enough to be useful. The net charge deposition is the 

difference of two relatively large quantities, the rate of ion production and the rate at 

which electrons come to rest. With the Monte Carlo approach statistical fluctuations in 

these quantities can completely mask out their small difference. This is especially true if 

point values of the net charge deposited are required. Furthermore, the electron charge 

deposition part of the calculation is subject to relatively large variances since an entire 

electron history contributes just a single score. 

1.4 General Geometry SN Method 

Real life applications in particle transport are of a three dimensional (3-D) nature, 

and the extension of discrete ordinates codes to three dimensions has proceeded somewhat 

slowly. Between the first three dimensional demonstration code known as 
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THREETRAN30 in 1976, and the new three dimensional version ofTWODAN'flJ now 

under development, not many exciting things in the 3-D area have happened. During the 

late 1970's, the technical feasibility of 3-D, discrete ordinates codes was demonstrated. 

Practical usage, however, was not well established because of the expense involved in 

both computer execution time and computer storage requirements. Many mesh cells are 

needed to adequately model most full size, three dimensional problems using the diamond 

difference spatial discretization scheme. 

In contrast to neutral particle transport problems (e.g. reactor environments and 

radiation shielding) which require many spatial mesh cells but possess symmetry (hence 

the problem is reduced to one or two dimensions), the electron transport application 

problems (e.g. doping, or radiation damage to semiconductors) require far fewer spatial 

mesh cells, but the problems contain little or no symmetry. This makes electron transport 

problems better candidates for a 3-D discrete ordinates codes. 

SMARTEP ANTS has already been extended to 3-D (x-y-z) to satisfy the need for 

a three-dimension SN code, yet it was unable to truly simulate the combinatorial geometry 

(e.g. cylinders embedded in cubes) which exists in many electron transport applications. 

Due to the nature of the SMARTEPANTS code, it was necessary to implement an 

arbitrary geometry option in the code for it to be most sufficient. Thus as the first step to 

general geometry SN, the capability of SMARTEP ANTS is extended from r-z and x-y-z 

geometry to x-y-z geometry with embedded cylinders. 

1.4.1 Super Cell Technique 

The basic idea in the super-cell technique is to accommodate cylindrical shapes 

using a rectangular mesh. To do this the code allows us to replace any number of ordinary 

mesh cells by super-cells. We define a super-cell as a rectangular mesh cell containing 



one or more material interfaces. Each material region within a super-cell constituted a 

sub-cell. The super-cell algorithm is thoroughly developed in chapter 2. 

The specific objectives of this dissertation is to 
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1. Extend the geometrical capabilities of SMARTEP ANTS to include three-dimensional 

media with a number of embedded parallel cylinders. 

2. Determine the validity of the new lattice geometry models. This is be done using 

energy rather than charge deposition calculations, since energy deposition can be 

reliably verified against Monte Carlo. 

As an example, the outcome of the the research will be useful in the following 

areas: 

1. Converting SMARTEPANTS from x-y-z to general geometry. This code is a multi

purpose solver for coupled charge/neutral particle transport problems. It has 

applications in many diverse areas, including radiation cancer therapy, astrophysics, 

atmospheric physics, nuclear fusion, radiation heat transfer, food irradiation and 

radiation vulnerability; 

2. Determining if corrosion due to radiation induced charge deposition should be a 

concern in other areas such as a high level waste repository; 

3. Determining if there is a causal relationship between radiation induced charge 

deposition and corrosion. 

1.5 Related Work in Progress Elsewhere 

General geometry neutral particle codes based on triangular mesh or arbitrary 

quadrilaterals are currently under development. The purpose of this work is different from 

other general geometry projects in three ways, 1.) implementation in a three dimensional 
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coupled charged/neutral particle transport code, 2.) modeling of curved surfaces directly 

rather than as a number of flat surfaces, and 3.) implementation within a rectangular mesh 

structure via super ceIIs. As explained below, it should be possible to carry out lattice 

geometry calculations without significantly impairing the rapid x-y-z algorithm. 

Today, studies on the vulnerability of semiconductor devices to radiation induced 

charged deposition must be carried out using the Monte Carlo approach, where statistics 

normaIIy mask out the net charge deposited, or they can be carried out in one dimension 

or in x-y-z geometry with an SN solver. This research has greatly extended the 

geometrical capability of SN charge and energy deposition calculations in semiconductor 

devices. Also the super-cell scheme is the first step in modeling reactor lattice 

configurations. The technique is quite flexible and capable of modeling other geometries 

such as those common to semiconductor devices. 



2. SMART THEORY 

2.1 Overview 

In this chapter, the Spencer-Lewis electron transport equation along with its 

assumptions is introduced. The discrete ordinates formulation corresponding to this 
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equation is then derived using a weighted residual method. The derivation of the SMART 

scattering matrix, its properties and its application to discrete ordinates equation will 

follow. The multigroup SN equations will be disscussed at the end. 

2.2 The Spencer Lewis Transport Eguation 

The Spencer-Lewis20-21 equation is the form of the transport equation that results 

when energy loss is modeled by the continuous slowing down approximation (CSDA). 

Although it is an approximation of the Boltzmann equation, it generally yields more 

accurate results in numerical codes than the discretized Boltzmann equation method. This 

is because the errors due to CSDA are insignificant compared to numerical errors that 

inevitably result from a multi group solution of the Boltzmann equation. 

With the Spencer-Lewis approach, energy loss is modeled by means of stopping 

power, group to group transfer cross sections are not defined, and the energy grid need 

only be fine enough to adequately describe the energy variation of the angular flux. For a 

homogeneous medium, the Spencer-Lewis equation can be written as: 

in which 

cp(r,s,Q) 

at (s) 

= 

= 

(2.2.1) 

electron flux at position r, direction Q and path length s, 

total scattering cross section 
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= differential scattering cross section 

Q(r,s, Q) = fixed electron source. 

Inherent in Eq. (2.1.1) are the following assumptions: 

1. there are no externally applied magnetic or electric fields; 

2. fields created by electrons themselves are negligible; 

3. electron-electron and electron-nucleus scatters may be modeled as localized 

collisions; 

4. the continuous slowing down approximation is valid. 

The path length variable s is substituted for the energy and is defined as the 

distance an electron travels in slowing down from some reference energy Eo (usually taken 

to be the highest energy in the system) to energy E, that is for a region m the relationship 

between sand E is; 

E. dE' , 
s(E) == IE IdE I dE 

-(E') 
ds !Jl 

(2.2.2) 

The CSDA model decouples the energy loss and angular orientation of the 

collision into two separate processes. Collisions are then responsible for changing the 

electron's direction of travel and energy loss is determined by the stopping power of the 

medium, 1:1 which is a known function of energy. 



2.3 Discretization of Spencer-Lewis Equation 

The following brief derivation is presented from the generalized derivation by 

Filippone.27 It is included here for completeness and to explicitly introduce the 

assumptions and restrictions behind these equations. 

The flux in Eq. (2.1.1) is approximated by 
M 
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<I>(r,s, 0.) = <l>T(r,s, 0.) == ? <I>~' (r,s)Bm
' (0.) (2.3.1) 

m-l 

where Bm are a set of M basis functions, and the residual associated with CPT may be 

defined as 

R(r,s,o.) = [:s + o.·V + a,(s) ]<I>T(r,S,o.) 

-J dO.l a(s,ft -+ o.)<I>T(r,s,o.l (2.3.2) 

-Q(r,s,o.). 

In order to determine the expansion coefficients cpm, the residual is forced to be orthogonal 

to the set of test functions, [T"' (0.); m=1,2, .. .M], which will be specified later, such that 

J Tm• (o.)R(r,s,o.)dJA. = O. m=1,2, .. M (2.3.3) 

Eq. (2.3.2) may then be rewritten as: 

[~ + a(s)] ~ <l>m' (r,s) J T mo (Q)Bm' (o.)do. + ~ J Tm• (o.)o.Bm' (Q)dQ 'V<I>m' (r,s) 
as m -I m-l 

M 

= :?J J a(s, 0.1 -+ o.)Tmo (Q)Bm' (0.1 'JIo.dQ I <1>;' (r,s) + J Tm• (o.)q(x,s,Q)dQ , 
m -1 

m=1,2, ... ,M , (2.3.4) 

where the asterisks denote complex conjugation. 

To obtain the SN we require that the T"' and Bm functions to be biorthonormal 

with weight function 1 and biorthogonal with weight function Q such that 



I T mo (Q)Bm' (Q)dQ = 6 mm, 

I T mo (Q)Bm' (Q)QdQ = gm6 mm, 

Eq. (2.3.4) reduces to the SN equations: 

M 

[Lm]<\l;(r,s) = ~ S",,,,,cp;' (r,s) +Q"'(r,s) m=1,2, ... M, 

in which 

and 

[Lm] = [:s + g'" . v] , 
Smm' = S mm' -a6mm, 

S'mm' = II T mo (Q)a(s, Q' -+ Q)Bm' (Q' )dQdQ' , 

Q(r,s) = I T"'O (Q)Q(r,s,Q)dQ, 
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(2.3.5) 

(2.3.6) 

(2.3.7) 

(2.3.8) 

(2.3.9) 

(2.3.10) 

(2.3.11) 

(2.3.12) 

where Q is the mth discrete direction. The Smm' are the elements of the conventional 

scattering matrix S defined by equation (2.3.9) which has removal as well as scatter in its 

definition. It is referred to as the net conventional matrix and is normally approximated 

as: 

S ( A",' A",) ",' l;. mm' td as,:..:: -+:..:: W - au",,,,, 

and (2.3.13) 

The expansion coefficent cp;' (r,s) depends on the choice of T m
' (Q), and is 

obtained from (2.3.1) as 
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2.4 The SMART Scattering Matrix 

SMART cross-sections are a form of effective cross sections that were developed 

by Dr. William L. Filippone.27 The theory of the SMART scattering matrix is based on the 

conjecture that a scattering kernel should in general be independent of the problem 

geometry. In particular, a scattering matrix that performs well in an infinite medium 

should also perform well in finite medium. The effective cross sections have three 

important properties that make them suitable for numerical calculations. The effective 

cross-sections are much smaller than the true cross-sections they replace; they are much 

less anisotropic, and most importantly, they yield good results when used in discrete-

ordinates codes. 

With effective cross-sections, a few large deflections are used to model the 

combined effect of many small deflections. Effective scattering matrices are most often 

generated using Fokker-Planck20 methods or the extended transport correction.31 The 

major drawback with these techniques is that they lead to non-positive and therefore non

physical scattering matrices. 

The methodology is to define a SMART scattering matrix such that it yields exact 

results for an infinite medium problem (for which the analytical solution is available31), 

and to use this same scattering matrix for finite medium calculations. Thus requiring an 

exact result for arbitrary sources uniquely determines the SMART scattering matrix. 

To formulate the SMART scattering matrix we start with the time-space 

independent and source free Spencer/Lewis equation. This equation in terms of stopping 

power variable s is written as: 

[a] ,.. J ,..,.. ,.. as +o(s) cI>(s,Q)= o(s,Q'-Q)cI>(s,Q')dQ'. (2.4.1) 
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Eq. (2.4.1) can be solved without approximation for any cross section that can be 

expressed as 

(2.4.2) 

where 

P (Q.QI) = ~ ~Y· (Q1)Y (Q) 
t 2.e + 1 nf't nt nt 

(2.4.3) 

is the .e 'th Legendre Polynomial and, 

= .e n's spherical harmonic; and the asterisk denotes complex conjugation, 

= .e 'th Legendre coefficient of the scattering cross-section. 

The analytical solution to this problem is known as the Goudsmit-Saunderson31 

solution and is expressed as: 

(2.4.4) 

where <pm (so, Q) is the initial condition and g(so ~ s, Q . QI ) is the solution with initial 

condition: 

g(so ~sO,Q'QI)={)(Q-QI) . (2.4.5) 

The Green1s function g(so ~ s, Q. QI) is known as the Goudsmit-Saunderson31 

distribution. To find g(so ~ s, Q . QI ), let 

'" t 
g(so ~ s,Q' QI) = kn~tgtn (so ~ s,QI )Ytn (Q) (2.4.6) 

and substituting this expression in place of <t> in Eq. (2.4.1) we obtain 
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(2.4.7) 

Using the orthogonality condition 

(2.4.8) 

(2.4.9) 

which is solved to yield 

g" (so ~ s. Q' ) - g" (so ~ sO. Q' ) exp{!.[ o(s' ) - 0' (s' ) lds-} (2.4.10) 

From Eqs. (2.4.5) and (2.4.6) 

(2.4.11) 

Therefore, Eq. (2.4.6) becomes 

g(s, ~ s.Q .Q.) - ~,~,exp{ -1.[ o(s') - 0' (s') lds-} X ~lY~ (Q' )Y" (Q). (2.4.12) 

and by using the addition theorem in spherical harmonics, we obtain 

A A ~ 2£ + 1 {fl [ ]} A A g(so --+ s,Q .Q') = f::fJ 4n exp --I. a(s') - at (s') ds' x Pt (Q' .Q). (2.4.13) 

To apply this solution to the discrete ordinates method, we should have identical 

initial conditions. As seen from Eq. (2.3.1) the initial condition for the discrete ordinates 

equations must be of the form 
M 

<p(so, Q) = ? <p~' (so )Bm
' (Q) 

m -1 

(2.4.14) 

Putting this same expression for <p(so,Q) in Eq. (2.4.1) and using the relationship for the 

expansion coefficient, <p;(s), from Eq. (2.3.14) as 



<I>~(s) = J Tm(Qr <l>T(s,Q)dQ.", J Tm(Qr <I>(s,Q)dQ = <l>m (s) , 

we will obtain 

M 

<l>m(s) = fjTm(Q)"g(so -s,Q·ft)x ~<I>~'(O)Bml(Q')dQdQ' , 
m-l 

or in matrix form, 

<I>(s) = G(SO - S)cI>r(S) , 
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(2.4.15) 

(2.4.16) 

(2.4.17) 

where the components of <I> and <I>r are <l>m and <1>; respectively, and the elements of the 

Goudsmit-Saunderson matrix G are given by 

(2.4.18) 

Eq. (2.4.16) represents the exact (continuous angle) solution for any source that 

can be expressed by Eq. (2.4.14). Although the spatial effects have been eliminated, the 

effects of multiple scattering are present and therefore Eq. (2.4.5) constitute a good bench 

mark for testing discrete ordinate scattering kernels.27 

The discrete ordinate form of Eq.(2.3.2) is 

~<I>~ (s) = ~ Smm,<l>~' (s) , 
as m-l 

(2.4.19) 

where the conventional net scattering matrix is replaced by the SMART matrix S. In 

matrix form Eq. (2.3.11) becomes 
a -

-<I>T(S) = S<I>r(s) as 
where the components of cI>r are the <1>;. The solution to Eq.(2.4.19) is 

+,(8) - eXP(!Sd8' )+'(0). 

To obtain the SMART matrix S, we require that 

(2.4.20) 

(2.3.21) 
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CPT(S) = cp(S) , (2.4.22) 

for all possible initial distributions of the form specified in Eq.(2.3.14). Comparing 

Eqs.(2.4.17) and (2.4.22) we conclude that S (the SMART scattering matrix) must be 

defined such that 

or 

5 

exp J S ds' = G(so --. s) , 
o 

S- _ G( )-1 dG(so --. s) 
- So --. s 

ds 

(2.4.23) 

(2.4.24) 

The matrix S so defined completely cancels angular discretization errors. Since these 

errors are a result of extreme anisotropy of the scattering kernel, a trait that the spatially 

dependent and infinite medium equations share, S should be an optimal scattering matrix 

for the former case as well. 

With this information the Smm' ,in Eq. (2.3.7), are replaced by Smm' the elements 

of the SMART scattering matrix. 

M 

[Lm]cpm(,s)= ~Smm.cpm·(r,s)+Qm(r,s) m=1,2, ... M. 
m-1 

(2.4.25) 

The Smm' (with the aid of spatially independent analytic solutions and an 

appropriate choice of test and basis functions) can be chosen positive and such that a huge 

number of minuscule deflections is simulated by a lesser number of larger deflections. 

An advantage of the SMART formulation which is not shared by other effective 

cross-section techniques is that it leads to positive scattering matrices. The SMART 

matrix's elements are defined such that the path-length and angular discretization errors 

are canceled. It is this property that enables the highly anisotropic electron scattering to 

be modeled with relatively few discrete directions.27 
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3. SUPER-CELL ALGORITHM 

The basic idea in super-cell calculations is to accommodate cylindrical shapes using 

a rectangular mesh (Fig. 3-1). To do this, the code (SMAR TEP ANTS) allows for the 

replacement of any number of ordinary mesh cells by super-cells. Here we define a super

cell as a rectangular mesh cell containing one or more material interfaces. Each material 

region within a super-cell constitutes a sub-cell. To model cylindrical shapes, curved sub-

cell interfaces are used. 

The super-cells are divided into two major categories; Type-l and Type-2. While 

in Type-l super-cells the cylinder completely fits into the mesh cells, in Type-2 the 

cylinders occupy part of the mesh cells. In other words, in Type-1 the radius of the 

cylinder should be equal to the mesh cell's width, while in Type-2 the radius is less than 

the mesh cell's width (Fig. 3-1). In this section we will develop the algorithms for flux 

determination in a super-cell. The code implementation for super-cell computation is 

discussed in Chapter 4. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3-1. Major categories of super-cell algorithm, (a) Type-I, and (b), Type-2 
super-cell. 
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3.1. Super Cell Algorithm in Type One Super-Cells 

Consider an infinite rectangular lattice array. Assuming all cylinders are identical 

such an array could be modeled using a quarter unit cell with reflected boundaries. This 

cell is depicted in Fig. 3-2b. Clearly neither rectangular nor cylindrical geometry is 

suitable for this quarter cell. However such a configuration can be modeled using 

combination of a super-cell and three ordinary rectangular mesh cells. The necessary 

super-cell for this particular mesh structure is shown in Fig. 3-2c. 

-u 
<D 

<DD 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 3-2 (a) x-y-z lattice geometry with embedded cylinders in Type-I, (b) the 
super-cell and ordinary mesh cells (c) corresponding boundary fluxes in 
Type-l the super-cell. 

3.2. Flux Determination in Type-l Super-Cells 

Before starting to develop the theory for the super-cell calculations, we define the 

variables that are used very often in this section: 

Definitions 

Super-cell parameters are defined as follows: 

V == ~kl = llx/l.Yk !:1z,= Total super-ceIl's volume; 

1tR2 !:1z 
VI == ~kl,l = 4' = Volume of sub-cell 1; 



'1fR2Az 
V2= VOkl2 = VOkl - ' = Volume of sub-cell 2 ; ) , ) 4 

<I> =~P".'" g,)kl 

<I> - $"1','" 1 = °kll g,) , 

<I> = $"1','" 2 - g,jkl,2 

<I>1= $"1"70 
g-2')kl 

<I> °=$"1"7 ° 
g+2')kl 

<I>L =$"1"'" - I g,j-¥" 

<I>R = $"1','" 
- I 

g,j+¥" 

<I>D=$"p,:" I 
g,J,k-2" 

<I>u = $"1','" I 
g,i,1c+2" 

<I>B = $"1',:" I 

g,hk"-I 

<I>T = $"1','" 
- I g,j,k,l+I 

- -p ... 
q = qg,j,k,l 

a • = a"p,m 
- I,g,jkl 

= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 

= 
= 

Center flux; 

Center flux in the sub-cell 1; 

Center flux in the sub-cell 2; 

Incoming flux to the super-cell in the s direction; 

Outgoing flux from the super-cell in the s direction; 

Left boundary flux for the super-cell; 

Right boundary flux; 

Down boundary flux I; 

Up boundary flux; 

Bottom boundary flux; 

Up boundary flux; 

Total fixed and scattering source; 

Total homogenized cross section of the super-cell, 

Bottom boundary flux for the sub-cell J 

Top boundary flux for the sub-cell J ; 

<I>JK(8) =<pP,o~ I JK= g,.), " 
interface flux between sub-cells J and K; 

a - ap,m 
J = l,gjkl,J = Total cross-sections in the sub-cell J; 

= Total fixed and scattering source in the sub-cell J,. 
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Q = QP,'" Q = QP,'" and Q = Qp,,,, = 
x x' y y z z Direction cosines in x, y, and z coordinate; 

where the subscripts and superscripts are identified as: 

1. m corresponds to the angular direction; 

2. p corresponds to particle C electron, photon, etc.); 

3. g corresponds to the energy group g; 

4. j,k,l correspond to the spatial directions x, y, and z respectively; 



5. J and K correspond to sub-cell one and two respectively. 

All of the fluxes are volume averaged and the bar sign means that the quantity is 

being integrated over the path length Ils. 
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To illustrate the Type-l super-cell flux calculations, the relevant equations for the 

super-cell of Fig. 3-1c are given. For the first octant direction Q, the overall balance is: 

(3.2.1) 

The first term on the left-hand side is the rate of change of particles from CSDA in 

the super-cell, while the second, third and fourth terms are the rates of change of particles 

resulting from yz, xz and xy boundary plains. The fifth term is the total rate of particle loss 

due to scattering and absorption within the cell and the term on the right-hand side is the 

total gain from scattering and fixed sources. 

Volume averaged super-cell variables are obtained in terms of the sub-cell 

quantities as, 

(3.2.2) 

(3.2.3) 

where subscripts 1 and 2 identify the sub-cells 1 and 2 respectively (Fig. 3.2c). Now we 

apply the balance equation to sub-celli and together with the auxiliary diamond difference 

equations we try to solve for the angular flux in sub-cell one. For sub-cell 1 the balance 

equation is 
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V1(<D10 - <D/) - Qx AyAz(<D
L

) - QyAXM;(<DD) + 

- V1 -T-B --
+[ AQ]12 <D12 + Qz M; (<D - <D ) + 01 V1 <D1 = V1ql , 

(3.2.4) 

where 
nl2 

[AQ]12 = J Q. firdB (3.2.5) 
o 

is the total rate of change of particles in sub-cell one due to the interface with sub-cell two 

and 
,. 
Q = outward surface normal of the sub-cell 1, 

<D12 = interface flux between sub-cell 1 and sub-cell two (Fig. 3-2c), 

r = Ax = Ay = radius of the cylinder. 

Equations (3.2.1) ,(3.2.3), (3.2.4) and (3.2.5), together with the diamond 

difference relations: 

2<D = <DL + <DR = <Du + <DD = <DB + <DT = As(<Dl _ <DO) (3.2.6) 

can be solved for <I>, <DR, <DU, <DT ,and <Do using a modified x-y-z SN flux algorithm. 

The use of these diamond difference equations provide the required number of 

equations so that Eqs. (3.2.4) and (3.2.6) form a closed set. Many other types of 

approximations could have been used instead of the diamond difference method, such as 

the step, linear continuous, and linear discontinuous approximations. However, the 

diamond difference scheme provides a very straight forward and easy to understand set. 

In addition, it has the advantage of being linear, and is amendable to several acceleration 

techniques. 

Equations (3.2.3), (3.2.4), and (3.2.5), are augmented by diamond difference like 

approximation relating the edge values to the cell centered values depending on the 

number of known edge fluxes. Refering to Fig. 3-2c for the case when two sides 

boundary fluxes are known (two side visible) diamond difference equations are 
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- -B -T I 0 
2<1>1 = <1>1 +<1>1 = &;(<1>1 +<1>1 ) 

- -L:T.:l) -
(3.2.7) 

3<1>1 = <I> +<1> + <1>12 

These relations are can be solved for <1>1 as: 

2V'<I>' + ([AQJ + Q, )~ + ([AQJ + Qy )~ +( 2V' Q, )4.>" + V'Cf 
<1>, _ 1 1 12 ::( ~ 3[AQJ:::~ ) 1 ~ 1 1 1 

1 + f + + a 1 &; V1 Az 

(3.2.8) 

<1>/ and <1>1° are then obtained by using Eq. (3.2.7). The center flux for sub-cell 2, 

<1>2' and the homogenized cross-section a* needed in Eq. (3.2.1) are then available from 

Eqs.(3.2.2) and (3.2.3). 

3.3. Super Cell Calculations in Type-2 Super-Cells 

In Type-2 super-cells the cylinders can have any radius less than the super-cell's 

mesh size (Figure 3.3a). 

Figure 3-3 

I I 
~ ~ .. 
."'P wp 

-u 
<l>1 

I I 
~ I~ IJ. ~ 
~ I~ ~~ 

I I 
I I 

(pl 

(a) (b) (c) 
(a) x-y-z lattice geometry with embedded cylinders in Type-2, (b) the 
super-cell and ordinary mesh cells, (c) Corresponding boundary fluxes in 
the Type-2 super-cell. 

The flux determination in Type-2 super cells is different from Type-1 in that some 

of the boundary fluxes are not readily available before calculating the center fluxes in the 

adjacent super-cell. 



Depending on the direction of the fluxes, different sets of equations are used to 

determine the center flux in the subcells. As illustrated in Fig. 3-3, the categorization is 

based on the following: 

Case-I: Flux going from sub-cell two to sub-cell one (Fig. 2.4a); 

Case-II: Flux going from sub-cell one to sub-cell two (Figure 2.4b); 

Case-III: The two subcells are isolated and there is no flux interchange (Fig 2.4c). 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 3-4. (a) Case-I, (b) Case-II, and (c) Case-III in flux determination in Type-2 
super-cells. 
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The direction of the fluxes are categorized as shown in Fig. 3-4. The flux 

algorithms for the major cases are presented (Fig. 3-5). The flux calculation algorithm for 

the subclasses such as case-I-2, case-II-2 case-III-2 are similar to the ones presented here 



Type -2 

/case-I-J 

....---- Case-[ Case-[-2 

~case_I-2 
/ Case-II-J 

Case-II Case-II-2 

~ Case-[[-3 

/ Case-III-J 

'---- Case-III 

~ Case-III-2 

Figure 3-5. The major and sub-cases of the flux determination in Type-2 super-cells. 
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3.3.1 Flux Determination in Case-I of the Type-2 Super-Cells 

Figure 3-6. Direction cosines in Case-I, Type-2 super-cell. 

As shown in Fig. 3-6, assuming all the fluxes coming in are known and the ones 

going out are unknown, there are five unknowns. Therefore, a particle balance plus four 

diamond difference equations are needed. The necessary equations in sub-cell 2 are as 

follows: 
V (<po_<PI)+ARQ <PR_ALQ <pL+AuQCJ?U_ADQ <pD 2222x2 x 2y2 Y 

- B -T -B - -
+[AQ]12<P12 +A2Q z(<P2 -<P2)+02V2<P2 = V2q2 

(3.3.1) 

where 

[AQ]12 <P12= the average leakage flux from subcell-2 ; 

and A~ ,AL,A~ ,AD ,A~ are the surface areas in right, left, up, down, and bottom of the 

sub-cell 2. 

As a general rule, which applies to all of the super-cell calculations, the diamond 

difference equations are always applied to the sub-cell where the particles come in. This 

rule enables the maximum utilization of the known boundary fluxes, and thus reduces the 

number of diamond difference approximations. The diamond difference equations 

applicable in sub-cell 2 (Fig. 3-6) are 

(3.3.2) 
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(3.3.3) 

(3.3.4) 

(3.3.5) 

(3.3.6) 

Dividing Eq. (3.3.1) by AxAyAz and substituting Eqs. (3.3.2) through (3.3.6), 

produces: 

2Vf (2<1>2 _ <1>1 ) + Ay - R Q (2<1> _ (f)L) 
2 As2 2 AxAy x 2 

+ Ax - R Q (2<1>2 _ <l>D) + Q y <l>D _ Q x <l>L 
AxAy y Ay Ax 

2Q z f - -B f- - f-
+--V2 (<1>2 - <1>2) + 02 V2<1>2 + [QAlI2 <1>12 = V2q2' 

Az 

(3.3.7) 

The only remaining unknown is [QA ]12 which is determined in the following 

manner. As illustrated in Fig. 3-7, the normal to the surface (Ii) and radius (r) are in 

opposite directions. 

-R 
<l5i 

-u <1>2 

cj)D 

Figure 3-7. The interface flux in Case -I, Type-2 super-cells. 

The leakage flux going from sub-cell 2 to 1 is calculated by integrating over the 

interface of the two subcells. 



where 

and 

3'1t/2 

Leakage=[AQ]12 = ~'r jQ.Iid8= 
'It 

3'1t/2 

= ~. r f (ex cos(8) + ey sin(8))' (-ex oos(8) - ey sin(8))<1>12 (8) rd8 

Ii = Ir~ = -ex cos(8) - ey sin(8) 

Q = ex cos(8) + ey sin(8) . 

The interface flux, <1>12' is assumed to be constant on the boundary. 
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(3.3.8) 

(3.3.9) 

(3.3.10) 

(3.3.11) 

Substituting Eq. (3.3.8) into Eq. (3.3.7) and simplifying results the final expression 

for the flux in sub-cell 2 in Case-I is 

(3.3.12) 
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3.3.2 Flux Calculation in Case-II of the Type-2 Super-Cell 

Figure 3-8. Flux directions in Type-2, Case-II super-cells. 

As illustrated in Fig. 3-8, the balance equation is written for the subcell-2, but the 

diamond difference equations will be applied to subcell-1. The particle balance for 

subcell-2 in this case is: 

o I R -R L -L U -U D -D 
V2(<I>2 -<I>2)-A2Q x<l>2 +A Qx<l> -A2Q y<l>2 +A Qy<l> + 

- B -T -B - -
[AQ]12<1>12+ A 2Q z(<I>2 -<I>2)+02V2<1>2 =V2q2 . 

(3.3.13) 

As shown in Fig. 3-8 the edge fluxes (i.e. <I>~ and <I>~) are calculated from the flux 

calculation in the adjacent super-cell. The diamond difference equation in sub-cell one is: 

(3.3.14) 

where the subscript 1 implies sub-cell 1. The relation between the edge fluxes in sub-cells 

one and two are as follows; 

A RcI>R _ A R<I>R + A R<I>R 
- 1 1 2 2 (3.3.15) 

(3.3.16) 

where the A's are the areas in the super-cell. Also the relation between the sub-cell's 

center flux and the cell's center flux is as expressed in Eq. (3.2.4). Substituting Eqs. 

(3.3.14) through (3.3.16) together with (3.2.4) into Eq. (3.3.13) and dividing both sides 

by ~x~y~z we will have: 
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(3.3.17) 

where a~ ,a~, Vi and V~ are the area and volume fractions in subcells one and two. The 

remaining unknown is Ns which is calculated by integrating the flux going into sub-cell 

two from one. The leakage flux between the two subcells is described by Eq. (3.3.8), 

where in this case 

fi = I~I = ex cos(e) + ey sin(e) 

Q = -ex cos(e) + ey sin(e) . 

D 

Figure 3-9. Leakage (interface) flux, <1>12' in Case-II, Type2 super-cell. 

(3.3.18) 

(3.3.19) 

By substituting (3.3.18) and (3.3.19) in (3.3.8), integrating over e, and dividing by 

I:lxl:lyl:lz, we will have the following expression for the leakage flux between the two sub

cells (an assumption is made that the flux remains constant, i.e. independent of e, on the 

interfacing boundary of sub-cells). 
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31C/2 

[AQ]12 <1>12 =<I>12~Z· r J Q. Ii rdB 
1C 

31C/2 

= <l>12~·r J [-ex cos(B) + ey sin(e)]-[ex cos(e) + ey sinCe)] rde (3.3.20) 

=~. r<l>12(Qx - Qy) 

= N. ·<1>12 , 

where 
r 

N =-[Q -Q ] 
5 ~x~y X Y 

(3.3.21) 

Substituting Eq. (3.3.25) into (3.3.21) and simplifying we have the final expression 

for calculating the flux in subcell2 in Case-II: 

(3.3.22) 
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3.3.3 Flux Determination in Case-III of the Type-2 Super-Cell 

-R 

ct\ 

Figure 3-10. Directions cosines in Type2, Case-III super-cells. 

In this case the sub-cells are decoupled, the balance and diamond difference 

equations are written in subcell-2, and the leakage is set to zero. The particle balance 

equation in subcell-2 is 

o I R -R L -L U -u D -D V2(cI>2 -cI>2)-A2Qx<ll2 +A QxcI> +A2Qy<ll2 -A QycI> + 
- B -T -B - -

+[AQ]12 cI>12 + A2 Qz (<ll2 - <ll2 ) + 02 V2cI>2 = V2 q2 

The diamond difference equations in subcell-2 are 

(3.3.23) 

(3.3.24) 

(3.3.25) 

(3.3.26) 

By substituting Eqs. (3.3.23) through (3.3.26) into Eq. (3.3.23) and dividing by 

!J..x!J..y!J..z we will have 

2V~( cI>2 -cI>~)- (!J..x-R)Q x cI>~ + (!J..y-R)Q y (cI>2 _cI>D)+ 
!J..s2 !J..x!J..y !J..x!J..y 

Q x -L Q Y -D 2Qz r - -B r- r-
+-cI> - -cI> + --V2 (cI>2 - cI>2 ) + 02 V2 cI>2 = V2 q2 . 

!J..x !J..y !J..z 

(3.3.27) 

Simplifying and solving for cI>2 in Eq. (3.3.27) produces 
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(3.3.28) 

where <I> Land <I>D are known from edge flux calculations and <I>~ and <I>~ are readily 

available from the adjacent ordinary or super-cell calculations. 

Summary 

In this Chapter the algorithms of super-cell flux calculation were developed. For 

the Type-1 super-cell the sample flux calculation in the first quadrant was developed and 

the center flux for sub-cell one was obtained in Eq. (3.2.8). The flux algorithm calculation 

in Type-2 super-cell for major sub-cases was then entirely developed and the sub-cell 

center fluxes in all octants in terms of boundary conditions were obtained as in Eqs 

(3.3.12), (3.3.22) and (3.3.28). 
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4. IMPLEMENTATION AND CODING 

The theory developed for the flux determination in Type-l and Type-2 super-cell, 

was implemented into the SMARTEP ANTS code. In order to explain the super-cell 

coding implementation, we should first briefly describe the SMARTEPANTS mechanics. 

In this chapter we briefly introduce the SMARTEPANTS iteration techniques and the 

Super-cell code implementation follows. For a more comprehensive description of 

SMAR TEP ANTS computational mechanics the reader is referred to Chapter 6 of Ref. 32. 

4.1. SMARTEPANTS Solution Algorithm 

The objective of SMARTEP ANTS is to solve the coupled set of Px GxMxJxKxL x 5 

equations of the muItigroup diamond difference Boltzmann/Spencer-Lewis SN difference 

relations. When Eq. (2.4.25) is discretized for space, angle, particle, and path length, the 

discretized SN equation will have the form: 

(p =1,2, ... P,· g = 1,2, ... G; m=1,2, ... ,M; 

j=1,2, .. J; k=1,2, ... K; i=1,2, ... L) , (4.1.1) 

where the SMART scattering matrix, S, has replaced the conventional elastic scattering 

matrix, and the Legendre expansion of the catastrophic cross section has been truncated at 
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order L. The initial assumptions are: 1) no up-scattering, and 2) all particles have an 

identical number of groups with identical group structure. 

The auxiliary diamond difference equations are: 

(4.1.2) 

2 
(4.1.3) 

2 
( 4.1.4) 

2 
(4.1.5) 

The right hand side of Eq.(4.1.1) constitutes the total scattering and fixed source. 

The components of this source are 1) the down scattering contribution to group g from all 

particles in all groups above g, 2) the within-group scattering particle p, 3) cross-particle 

production from other particles than p, and 4) the external source particle p contribution. 

To calculate the center flux, Eqs.( 4.1.2) through (4.1.5) are substituted into Eq. 

(4.1.1) and the ensuing equation is solved for the center cell flux giving, 

(4.1.6) 

The code starts by reading the geometry, energy and angular mesh (SN) provided 

in the input deck. The outermost iteration loop is the energy iteration. For every energy 

the code reads corresponding soft (in group scattering and scattering to adjacent groups) 
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and catastrophic (group to group scattering) cross sections from the cross section 

libraries. CEPXS26 provides the soft and catastrophic scattering cross sections and then 

we rearrange the library into proper format usable by SMARTEPANTS. After reading the 

cross-section for the first energy group, the path length grid size is calculated (8S). At 

every energy group the total source composed of 1) in-group fixed sources, 2) down 

scattering sources, and 3) cross-scattering source from all other particles is calculated. 

Now the code performs four inner iteration loops composed of angle, x, y, and z to 

calculate the angular flux. The total in-group scattering source for the particle and particle 

to particle source is updated before each angular and spatial iteration. In the spatial 

iteration loop, the code uses the diamond difference equation to find the spatial mesh 

central angular fluxes. Th~ angular flux is then used in the SN equation to find the total 

source. The inner iteration loops are considered to be converged when the relative 

difference between the sources is less than some predetermined error margin. A standard 

set-to zero flux fix-up is performed when the flux extrapolates to a negative value. The 

same procedure is used for the outer iterations, except that the cross particle scattering 

source also changes with each outer iteration. Figs. 4-1 and 4-2 illustrate the flow 

diagram of the code.32 



Figure 4-1. 
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The SMARTEP ANTS solution flow algorithm. 
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Figure 4-2. 
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The SMARTEP ANTS inner iteration solution flow algorithm. 
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4.2 Super-Cell Solution Algorithm 

As will be recalled from sections 3.2 and 3.3, the objective of the super-cell 

algorithm is to determine the sub-cell angular fluxes and flux fractions in terms of the 

known edge fluxes. The solution found in section 3.2 for Type-l super-cell is 

"ij)"p,m 
g,jkl,1 = 

where 

CP,m A Qm + x 
( 

QmJ 
I = 'letl --

g,j-2'k,t [J 12!l.X j 

are the flux coefficients of Left, Down, and Bottom edge fluxes for the sub-cell 1. 

The flux fraction in sub-cell 1 is defined as: 

:i:'p,m V 
FFRAC = 'l'g,J'kl,l jkl,l 

1 -hpm V ' 
'l'g,~l jkl 

and the super-cell's homogenized cross-section is calculated such that 

( 4.2.1) 

(4.2.2) 

(4.2.3) 

( 4.2.4) 

(4.2.5) 

(4.2.6) 
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(4.2.7) 

or 

(4.2.8) 

Figs. 4-3 and 4-4 illustrate the super-cell flux calculation algorithm. The super-cell 

calculation algorithm is basica.lly performed in seven steps; 

1. calculate the flux coefficients (Eqs. (4.2.2) to (4.2.5» for the sub-cell; 

2. calculate the boundary fluxes for the super-cell (called edge-fluxes); 

3. calculate the sub-cell angular center-fluxes outside the main spatial sweeping 

routine, Eq (4.2.1); 

4. use these angular fluxes to generate a set of direction-dependent homogenized 

cross sections, Eq. (4.2.7). The homogenized cross-sections are defined such that 

the angular fluxes calculated in homogenized super-cells equal the (volume 

weighted) angular fluxes determined in step 1 (with identical boundary conditions); 

5. run the normal x-y-z spatial sweeping routine using homogenized super-cells; 

6. save the edge-fluxes from step 2 to do the super-cell calculations of step 3; 

7. repeat steps 2 to 7 until the homogenized cross-sections converge. 

In solving the super-cell flux, non-iterative diamond differencing is used. For 

every mesh cell, a balance equation is augmented by the appropriate diamond difference 

approximation relating the values of the sub-cell center flux to the value of the sub-cel\ 

edge flux. This method is supplemented by a set-to-zero fix-up in case the flux 

extrapolates to a negative value or exceeds the value of cell's central flux. 

To obtain a computationally efficient solution, a space-angle sweeping sequence by 

means of an appropriate ordering scheme is chosen. The job of the ordering routine is to 
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pick out the sequence of spatial mesh cells in an order which allows the solver to have the 

necessary information for the subsequent super-cells after solving the present super-cell. 

Figure 4-3. 
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Figure 4-4. The super-cell's flux calculation solution flow algorithm. 
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Fig. 4-5 illustrates the schematic of the sweeping method for Type-l and Type-2 

super-cells. In Type-l super-cells the only required information for the subsequent super

cell is the Top (or Bottom, depending on the direction cosines) flux (solid arrows in Fig. 

4-5 a). Thus, ordering is such that the sweeping is performed along the z direction first 

and the y-x sweep comes after. However, in Type-2 super-cells the Left and Up (or Right 

and Down depending on the direction cosines) fluxes are needed (hollow arrows in Fig. 4-

5 b) in addition to the Top (or Bottom) flux for the subsequent super-cell. Consequently, 

the sweeping is performed along the y-x direction first, and the z direction sweeping 

comes next. 



z z Q <0 z 

y y 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 4-5. Schematic of super-cell sweeping for (a) Type-l and (b) Type-2 super

cells. 
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5. SENSITIVITY AND VERIFICATION 

Several studies were performed in order to examine the sensitivity of the 

super-cell algorithm to the parameters involved and the logic employed in the 

programming of the code and, in a limited fashion, to optimize the code. The 

parameters include the SMARTEPANTS parameters and super-cell's parameters. In 

this chapter the code's sensitivity to each parameter will be studied separately. The 

benchmarking will be discussed in Chapter 5. 

5.1 Test #1: Sensitivity to Angular Discretization (SNl 

To investigate the super-cell algorithm's sensitivity to SN, Test #1 was 

performed. In this test the energy and charge deposition of electrons were computed 

with S4. S6. Ss. and S16 angular quadraturs. The expected result from this test should 

show that the results would converge as the angular discretization increased. Any 

deviation would indicate a deficiency in the coding and algorithm. The test problem 

involved a O.004(cm)xO.004(cm)xO.004(cm) block of Gallium-Arsenide with a 

quarter cylinder of gold inside. Appendix A provides a detailed explanation of the 

input parameters of the code. Fig. 5-1 illustrates the problem geometry. Table 5-1 

and Fig.5-2 show the results. 

As is apparent from Table 5-1 and Fig. 5-2 the energy deposition profile tends 

to converge as SN increases. Table 5-1 implies that the computational results are not 

reliable for low SN' and the computational expense (i.e. CPU time) exponentially 

increases for better accuracy. The energy and charge deposition results for S4 seem 

promising in subcell-1 but the code over-estimates energy and charge deposition in 

one sub-cell and under-estimates in another. The reason for this problem in S4 could 
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be explained as the way we formulated the interface flux in case-III in Type-1 super

cells (section 3.2). S4 is unique in having more cases of Case III ( Qx=Qy ) than any 

other SN' It also indicates that case-III is the weakest part of the algorithm and the 

best way to avoid it is to go to higher SN' As will be discussed later in Chapter 6, S8 

has the optimum accuracy and CPU usage. 

Su~cell·2 

Subcell·l 

0.004 em 1--l--+-f--fI"'¥--f-1-l 

, . 
L • • - 0.004 em - - - • 

Figure 5-1. Problem geometry in Test # 1. 

Table 5-1. Energy and Charge Deposition for Electrons Integrated over 
z Axis in Type-1 Super-cell Region in Test#1. 

Energy Energy Charge Charge CPU 
Deposition in Deposition in Deposition in Deposition in (Sec)t 

SN SubceJl-1 SubceJl-2 SubceJl-l SubceJl-2 
(Mev/Sec) (Mev/Sec) (Cha rge/Sec) (Charge/Sec) 

4 4.361E-05 5.008E·04 -1. 136E-04 -1. 110E-03 922 

6 4. 16E·OS S.197E-04 -9.742E-04 -1. 197E-03 2512 

8 4.272E-OS S.211E·04 -1.006E-04 -1. 199E-3 6400 

12 4.31SE·OS S.2S3E-04 -9.8S0E-04 -1.201E-03 21308 

16 4.331E-OS 5.282E-04 -1.121E·04 -1.212E-03 432005 

t AJI computations were performed on a CONVEX C200 Series computer. 
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Figure 5-2. Energy deposition profile vs. SN in sub-cell-1 in Type-1 super-cell in 

Test #1. 

5.2 Test # 2: Reflected Boundary Sensitivity Study 
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The second test study was chosen to check the effects of the reflected 

boundaries on the super-cell calculations. The energy deposition profile, in a block of 

O.006(cm)xO.006(cm)xO.006(cm) of gold and aluminum with reflected boundary 

condition at x=O with the super-cell at the center was compared to another block of 

O.012(cm)xO.006(cm)xO.006(cm) of gold and aluminum. The second block consists 

of the first block plus its mirror image. Fig. 5-3 illustrates the x-y cross section of 

the two blocks. 

Reflected 

Case (a) Case (b) 
Figure 5-3. Geometry and material configuration for cases (a) and (b) in Test-2a 

sensitivity study. 



The energy deposition profile in case (a) is provided in Table 5-2 and plotted 

in Fig.5-4. Table 5-3 and Fig. 5-5 illustrate energy deposition profile in case(b). 

Table 5-2. The Energy Deposition Calculations Results in Test # 2a, Case (a) 

x 

y 1 2 3 

1 2. 22E-03 2.21E-03 1. 78E-03 

2 7.77E-03 7.22E-03 2. 23E-03 

3 6.08E-03 S.98E-03 1.77E-03 

Table 5-3. The Energy Deposition Calculations Results in Test # 2a, Case (b) 

x 

y 1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 8.91E-04 1. llE-03 1. llE-03 1. llE-03 1. llE-03 8.91E-04 

2 1. llE-03 3.S4E-03 3.89E-03 3.88E-03 3.61E-03 1. llE-03 

3 8.82E-04 2. 98E-03 3.04E-03 3.04E-03 2.99E-03 8.84E-04 
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Figure 5-4. Energy deposition profile, integrated over the z-axis, in Test # 2a, 

Case(a). 
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Figure 5-5. Energy deposition profile, integrated over the z-axis, in Test # 2a, 

Case(b) 
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As expected, the energy deposition in the super-cell in case(a) is twice as big 

as the one in case(b). This is because we must have the same energy deposition in 

both cases, therefore the reflected problem has twice the amount of the non-reflected. 

To check the effects of a reflective boundary on the Type-2 super-cells, Test # 

2b was chosen with two cases, (a) and (b). Fig. 5-6 depicts the geometry and material 

configurations in Test # 2b case studies. 

Reflected 

Case (a) Case (b) 

Figure 5-6. Geometry and material configuration for Cases (a) and (b) in Test # 2b 

sensitivity study. 

The energy deposition profiles for Test-2b in cases (a) and (b) is tabulated in 

Tables 5-4 and 5-5 and plotted in Figs 5-7 and 5-8. As is shown in Tables 5-3 and 5-

4 the energy deposition in the super-cell (bold-faced) in case (a) is twice as big as the 

super-cell in case (b). 

The importance of Test#2 case studies is that when confronted with a large 

geometry configuration, it could be modified into much smaller geometry by using the 

reflected boundary utilities of the SMAR TEP ANTS. The results of Test-2a and Test-

2b also show that there is a perfect symmetry in energy deposition profile in cases (b), 

which was anticipated due to the symmetry of the problem. 
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Table 5-4. The Energy Deposition Profile in Test#2b Case (a) 

x 

y 1 2 3 

1 2.200E-03 2.221E-03 1.787E-03 

2 7.698E-03 4.650E-03 2.213E-03 

3 5.977E-03 5.973E-03 1.739E-03 

Table 5-5. The Energy Deposition Profile in Test#2b Case (b) 

x 

y 1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 8.934E-04 1. 11 OE-03 1.100E-03 1.100E-03 1.111E-03 8.935E-04 

2 1.104E-03 2.319E-03 3.849E-03 3.850E-03 2.325E-03 1.107E-03 

3 8.671E-04 2.981E-03 2.989E-03 2.989E-03 2.987E-03 8.695E-04 
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Figure 5-7. Energy deposition profile, integrated over the z axis, in Test # 2 
Case (a). 
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Figure 5-8. Energy deposition profile, integrated over the z axis, in Test # 2b 
Case (b) . 
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To observe the effects of changing the cylinder's radius in Type-l and Type 2 

super-cells, a third set of tests was performed. 
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5.3 Test#3: Cylinder's Radius Sensitivity Study 

The sensitivity study of the cylinder's radius is more complicated than the 

previous test studies. The spatial mesh size is selected to be comparable to a mean 

free path (mfp) of the particle in the medium of interest. Thus in a dense medium 

where the mfp is small, fine meshes have better accuracy. Since the cylinder's radius 

is always less than or equal to the mesh size, this imposes the problem of not being 

able to simulate larger cylinders without sacrificing accuracy by having coarser mesh 

cells. This problem is to be addressed in the next phase of the project. Thus, the 

objective of this test study will be limited to investigating how sensitive is the super

cell algorithm to the radius of cylinders. 

To perform this study, five cases where the radius is varied from 20% to 90% 

of the cell's mesh size are chosen to be input in the Type-2 super-cell algorithm. The 

results of these five cases will be compared with Type-l super-cell calculations in 

which the radius and mesh size are equal, and the super-cell's mesh size changes with 

cylinder's radius accordingly. Table 5-6 shows the implementation of these cases and 

Fig. 5-9 illustrates the radius and mesh size configurations in Type-2 super-cells. 

Table 5-6. The Radius vs. Mesh size in Test#3 

Case Type Two Type One 

1 R=O.OOOl ~x=O.OOO5 R=O.OOOl ~x=O.OOOl 

2 R=O.OOO2 ~x=O.OOO5 R=O.OOO2 ~x=O.OOO2 

3 R=O.OOO3 ~x=O.OOO5 R=O.OOO3 ~x=O.OOO3 

4 R=O.OOO4 ~x=O.OOO5 R=O.OOO4 ~x=O.OOO4 

5 R=O.OOO45 ~x=O.OOO5 R=O.OOO45 ~x=O.OOO45 
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-5 

Figure 5-9. Radii and mesh size configurations for Type-2 super-cell calculations in 
Test # 3 study. 

Fig. 5-10 illustrates the energy deposition plotted against radius in sub-cell 1 

(inside cylinder) when the radius is changing from 0.0001 cm. (20%lll) to 0.00045 cm 

(90%lll) of the super-cell's mesh size. 
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Figure 5-10 Energy deposition profile in sub-cell 1 (integrated over the z axis) vs. 
radius in Test#3. 
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As indicated by Fig. 5-10, the energy deposition difference between the two 

algorithms (Type-1 and Type-2) is reduced as the cylinder's radius approaches the 

super-cell's mesh size. This clearly indicates that the two algorithms are consistent in 

the way that they calculate the energy deposition profile. The energy deposition 

difference between Type-1 and Type-2 in the smaller radii is due to the selection of 

coarser mesh sizes in Type-1 calculations (Table 5-6), which leads to a better 

accuracy. However, the results of this test do not indicate which algorithm is 

preferable and the choice of using either algorithm may be determined according to 

the problem's geometry. The procedure of choosing either super-cell algorithm is as 

follows: 

1. the code is run with an arbitrary mesh size, 

2. an effective cross section for each material is calculated by the code, 

3. the mesh size is chosen such that it is comparable to the mean free path of 

particles, 

4. compare the cylinder's radius and mesh size and make the choice of the best 

algorithm between Type-1 and Type-2. 

Figures 5-11 to 5-19 illustrates the energy deposition profiles in cases 1 

through 5 obtained for Type-1 and Type-2 super-cells. The noticeable difference in 

the cells with the coordinates x=4, and y=4, is due to the smaller mesh size compared 

to the other cells, thus the energy deposition profile has a depression. However, as 

the radius gets closer to the mesh size (cases 4 and 5) the depression in removed. 
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Figure 5-11 Energy deposition profile in case 1, Test#3 sensitivity study obtained by 
using Type-1 super-cell algorithm with cylinder's radius=O.0001 cm. 

Figure 5-12 Energy deposition profile in case 1, Test#3 sensitivity study obtained by 
using Type-2 super-cell algorithm with cylinder's radius=O.0001 cm. 
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Figure 5-13 Energy deposition profile in case 2, Test#3 sensitivity study obtained by 
using Type-1 super-cell algorithm with cylinder's radius=O.0002 cm. 

2 3 4 587 8 

WIdth 

Figure 5-14 Energy deposition profile in case 2, Test#3 sensitivity study obtained by 
using Type-2 super-cell algorithm with cylinder's radius=O.0002 cm. 



Figure 5-15 Energy deposition profile in case 3, Test#3 sensitivity study obtained by 
using Type-1 super-cell algorithm with cylinder's radius=O.0003 cm. 

Figure 5-16 Energy deposition profile in case 3, Test#3 sensitivity study obtained by 
using Type-2 super-cell algorithm with cylinder's radius=O.0003 cm. 
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Figure 5-17 Energy deposition profile in case 4, Test#3 sensitivity study obtained by 
using Type-1 super-cell algorithm with cylinder's radius=O.0004 cm. 

Figure 5-18 Energy deposition profile in case 4, Test#3 sensitivity study obtained by 
using Type-2 super-cell algorithm with cylinder's radius=O.0004 cm. 
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Figure 5-19 Energy deposition profile in case 5, Test#3 sensitivity study obtained by 
using Type-1 super-cell algorithm with cylinder's radius=0.00045 cm. 

Figure 5-20 Energy deposition profile in case 5, Test#3 sensitivity study obtained by 
using Type-2 super-cell algorithm with cylinder's radius=0.00045 cm. 
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6. BENCHMARKS AND RESULTS 

Although the sensitivity studies discussed in Chapter 5 did not detect any flaw 

in the numerical results of super-cell calculations, it does not mean that the code is 

accurate in describing the energy deposition profile. In order to test the accuracy of 

the code, SMARTEPANTS results were compared to those generated by the 

electron/photon Monte Carlo code Integrated TIGER Series (ITS). This code is 

considered to be an industry standard for electron transport calculations. 

Before discussing the benchmark results, it should be noted that, in a sense, we 

are figuratively comparing apples and oranges. This is due to the fact that each code 

utilizes different sets of cross sections which are generated from the same experimental 

data. We are not only comparing the mechanics of the two codes, as we would if both 

codes were using the same cross-sections, but the combined effect of the cross

sections and codes' mechanics. This means that the small difference between the 

codes' results is due to the joint effect of the different cross-sections and the codes' 

mechanics. 

We now apply the super-cell flux calculation techniques to several problems 

where the results ofSMARTEPANTS calculations are compared with Monte Carlo 

(ITS). Several benchmark studies were made in order to check the validity of the 

super-cell algorithm and the logic employed in the code programming. In this chapter, 

the performance of the super cell algorithm is analyzed and compared to results 

obtained from the Monte Carlo ITS. The superiority of the SN method is 

demonstrated with regard to both the higher accuracy in charge deposition calculations 

and computational speed and efficiency. 



6.1 Benchmark#l, The Ga-As Block and an Embedded 
Gold Quarter-Cylinder 
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We begin by examining a 0.005(cm)xO.005(cm)xO.004(cm) block of gallium

arsenide with a quarter cylinder of gold inside. Fig. 6-1 illustrates the problem 

geometry. 

, , 
O.OOSan 

Figure 6-1. The geometry configuration of benchmark #1. 

The block is divided into 10xl0x8 course mesh cells. The source region is 

considered to be a uniform 1.51 MeV isotropic electron source distributed over the 

entire block. The gold quarter cylinder has a radius of 0.0005 (cm) and length of 

0.004.(cm) By choosing the 0.0005 (cm) mesh size, the calculations of the super-cell 

fits into Type-one super-cell. 

Figs. 6-2 and 6-3 illustrate the computational results obtained from 

SMARTEPANTS (S8 with 5 energy groups)and Monte Carlo (106 histories) for 

energy deposition in the super-cell and ordinary cens integrated over z. 
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Energy deposition profile in benchmark # 1 by the Monte Carol (ITS). 
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Tables 6-1 and 6-2 show the energy deposition calculation results for 

benchmark problem #1 by SMARTEPANTS and Monte Carlo methods. 

Table 6-1. Energy Deposition for Benchmark #1 by SMAR TEP ANTS 

Energy Energy Total Energy CPU 
SN Energy Deposition Deposition Particle Conservation. (Sec)t 

Groups (MeV/Sec) in (MeV/Sec) in Balance 
SubceIl-l SubceIl-2 

4 5 3.639E-04 2.840E-05 0.999999987 0.9997 1150 

6 5 3.81OE-04 2.890E-05 0.999999996 0.9997 3039 

8 5 3.820E-04 3.104E-05 0.999999998 0.9996 6711 

Table 6-2. Energy Deposition for Benchmark #1 by Monte Carlo (ITS) 

Energy Energy Total Energy Energy 
Histories Deposition Deposition Deposition Conservation 

(MeV/Sec) in (MeV/Sec) in (MeV/Sec) 
SubceIl-l SubceIl-2 

5E+04 3.568E-04:t6% 3. 152E-05:t8% 1.216E-02 0.999874 

1E+05 3.605E-04:t4% 3.672E-05:t8% 1.220E-02 0.999870 

5E+05 3.520E-04:t2% 3. 198E-05:t8% 1.228E-02 0.999875 

lE+06 3.507E-04:tl % 3.283E-05:t5% 1.228E-02 0.999877 

t All of the com utations were p p erformed 0 a CONY n EX C200 Series c omp utero 

6.2 Benchmark#2, The Ga-As Block and 
an Embedded Gold Cylinder 

CPU 
(Sec)t 

338.3 

668 

3113 

6665 
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In the next benchmark problem we calculate the energy deposition profile for a 

block of Ga-As with a gold cylinder inside. This benchmark will be performed for 

Type-1 as well as Type-2 super-cells. Figure 6-4 illustrates the problem's geometry 

for Type-1 and Type-2 super-cells. 
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Figure 6-4. 
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, 
- - - -, 0.005 "" 

The geometry configuration of benchmark #2 for Type-l and Type-2 
cases. 

The energy deposition profile results of Type-l by SMARTEPANTS and ITS 

are shown in Table 6-3 and Fig. 6-5. 

Table 6-3. The Energy Deposition Profile For Benchmark #2 in Type-l 

Sub- Energy DepositIOn (MeV/Sec) Energy DepOSItIOn (MeV/Sec) percent 
by by Difference 

Cell TIGER (ITS) SMARTEP ANTS 

1 3.S7E-04±4% 3.490E-04 
2.24% 

2 3.47E-04±4% 3.470E-04 
0.00% 

3 3.54E-04±3% 3.490E-04 
1.41% 

4 3.5SE-04±4 3.430E-04 
3.38% 

S 3.39E-OS±8 3.320E-OS 
2.06% 

6 3.38E-OS±4 3.390E-OS 
0.29% 

7 3.42E-OS±6 3.340E-OS 
2.34% 

8 3.22E-OS±8 3.S30E-OS 
8.78% 
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Figure 6-5. Energy deposition profile by ITS and SMARTEPANTS for 
benchmark#2 in Type-l super-cell case. 
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An examination of Table 6-3 shows excellent agreement in the total energy 
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deposited in the medium between the SMARTEPANTS and Monte Carlo (ITS) 

results. The relative difference for the peak energy super-cell is less than 3%. The 

peak energy super-cell is defined as the super-cell with the highest energy deposition. 

The energy deposition profiles for the whole block, integrated over the z axis, are 

shown in Figs. 6-6 and 6-7. 



Figure 6-6. 

Figure 6-7. 

9 

The energy deposition profile for Type-l super-cell in benchmark#2 
obtained from the SMARTEP ANTS. 

9 

The energy deposition profile for Type-l super-cell in benchmark#2 
obtained from the Monte Carlo (ITS). 
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The same benchmark was performed for the Type-2 super-cell, with the 

cylinder's radius=0.0025 (cm) and results are provided in Table 6-4 and Fig. 6-8. 

Once again, as evident from Table 6-4, the comparison of the energy deposition by 

Monte Carlo and SMARTEPANTS in the super-cell area shows an excellent 

agreement, and the relative difference between the two methods in the peak energy 

super-cell region is less than 6%. As discussed in the previous Chapter, the S4 

discretization option shows promising results in sub-celli but it underestimates the 

energy deposition in sub-cell 2. The energy deposition profile for the entire block, 

which consists of ordinary cells plus super-cells, integrated over the z-axis are shown 

in Figs. 6-9 and 6-10. 

In contrast to the Monte Carlo results, a close look at the energy deposition 

profile in Type-1 and Type-2 super-cells by SMARTEPANTS shows a better 

symmetry. This symmetry was anticipated according to the problem's configurations. 

Table 6-4. The Energy Deposition Profile For Benchmark #2 in Type-2 

Sub-Cell t Energy Deposition Energy Deposition Energy Deposition Percent Difference 

(MeV/Sec) by ITS (MeV/Sec) by SR (MeV/Sec) by S4 SR and ITS 

Sub-Cell 1 1.18E-04 ± 3% 1.06E-04 1.08E-04 10.62% 

Sub-Cell 2 1.1SE-04 ± 3% • 1.0SE-04 1. llE-04 9.02% 

Sub-Cell 3 1.1SE-04 ± 4% 1.0SE-04 1. 12E-04 8.63% 

Sub-Cell 4 1. 14E-04 ± 4% 1.07E-04 1. 16E-04 S.98% 

Sub-CeliS 1.S1E-04 ± S% l.S2E-04 1.2SE-04 0.89% 

Sub-Cell 6 1.62E-04 ± 2% 1. 64E-04 1. 23E-04 1.38% 

Sub-Cell 7 l.S7E-04 ± S% 1.63E-04 1.21E-04 3.3S% 

Sub-Cell 8 1.64E-04 ± 2% 1.7SE-04 1. 22E-04 S.87% 
t See Fig. 6-4 for Sub-Cells convention. 
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I ~ ITS ~ S8 0 S4 

Sub-cell 1 Sub-cell 2 Sub-cell 3 Sub-cell 4 Sub-cell 5 Sub-cell 6 Sub-cell 7 Sub-cell 8 

Energy deposition profile in the super-cell region by ITS and 
SMARTEPANTS for benchmark # 2 in Type-2 super-cell case 
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Figure 6-10. Energy deposition profile in benchmark # 3 by the SMARTEPANTS. 

9 

Figure 6-11. Energy deposition profile in benchmark#3 by Monte-Carlo (ITS). 
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6.3 Benchmark#3, The Ga-As Block and an Embedded Gold Cylinder 
with Variable Radius 

This benchmark investigates the effects of varying the cylinder's radius in the 

super-cell calculations. Benefiting from the results of Test#3 sensitivity study, we 

performed a Monte Carlo calculation for each qlse (cases one to five in Table 5-8). 

Table 6-5 and Fig. 6-11 show the results of the energy deposition calculation in the 

super-cell region by using the Type-1 and Type-2 algorithm in SMARTEPANTS 

code, and Monte Carlo (ITS) code. 

As is evident from Table 6-5 and Fig. 6-11, the Monte-Carlo results follows 

the SN results closely, and the difference is reduced as the cylinder's radius approaches 

the mesh size. 

Table 6-5. The Energy Deposition Profile in Sub-Cell 1, Integrated Over z
Axis in Benchmark #3, by SN and Monte Carlo. 

Energy Deposition 
Radius (MeV/Sec.) in Sub-Cellt 
(em) by 

Type-1t 

0.0001 2. 56E-05 

0.0002 9.68E-05 

0.0003 2.07E-04 

0.0004 3.49E-04 

0.00045 4.31E-04 

t S8' with Five Energy Groups. 

:j: 1E+06 Histories 

Energy Deposition Energy Deposition 
(MeV/Sec.) in Sub-Cellt (MeV/Sec.) in Sub-Cell 1 

by by 
Type-2t Monte Carlo (ITS):j: 

3.61E-05 1.73E-05 

1. 17E-04 7.67E-05 

2.35E-04 1.56E-04 

3.62E-04 2.96E-04 

4.1OE-04 4.49E-04 
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Figure 6-11. Energy deposition profile in sub-cell l(integrated over the z-axis) vs. 
radius for the benchmark #3. 

6.4 Benchmark # 4, The Silicon Block with an 
Embedded Aluminum Cylinder 

To compare the run time of the SMARTEPANTS and Monte Carlo code for 

larger geometries, Benchmark # 4 was performed. For this, we chose a 

0.OSxO.OSxO.04 (cm3) block of silicon with an embedded aluminum cylinder of 

radius=O.OOS em. This configuration is 1000 times larger than the previous benchmark 

configuration. The block is divided into 10xlOx8 mesh cells and the cylinder is 

located at the center. Table 6-6 illustrate the results. As evident from Table 6-6, the 

difference between the two methods in energy deposition in the aluminum cylinder is 

less than 4%. 

The superiority of the SMARTEP ANTS over the Monte Carlo code is clear 

from the comparison of the CPU run time. On the same machine, for a 5 energy 
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groups cross-section, the super-cell code runs 6 times faster than Monte Carlo for an 

Ss quadrature and 2 times faster for an S12 quadrature. 

Table 6-6. CPU Run Time Comparison ofSMARTEPANTS and Monte Carlo 
(ITS) 

Monte Carlo SMARTEPANTS 

500,000 History SR Sl? 
Total Energy 

6.0SSE-03±4% S.nOE-03 S.760E-03 Deposition in the 
Cylinder (MeV/Sec) 

CPU (Minutes.) 6500 480 1740 
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE EFFORT 

The comparison of the computational results of energy deposition profiles by the 

super-cell algorithm and the Monte Carlo (ITS) code (benchmarks 1 through 4) indicates 

that our objective in extending the geometrical capabilities of SMARTEP ANTS has been 

satisfied. The relative difference (rather than error) in energy deposition calculations 

between the super-cell method and Monte Carlo was less than 3% for Type-l and 6% for 

Type-2 super-cells for a 1.51 MeV isotropic homogeneous electron source in a gallium

arsenide block embedded with a gold cylinder. 

The results from Chapter 5 gave some insight into several parameters of the super

cell algorithm. In the angular discretization sensitivity test, it was found that superior 

results (with respect to computational time and accuracy) were achieved by using Ss and 

higher quadratures. Both algorithms (Type-l and Type-2) responded satisfactorily to the 

reflected boundary test. The reflected boundary option provides the means to reduce 

larger (hence more CPU time consuming) configurations without crucial loss of accuracy. 

The proper choice of selection of the super-cell type in relation to the mesh size was 

revealed in the third sensitivity test and the Type-2 algorithm indicated that better results 

were attainable when the cylinder's radius was greater than 60% of the mesh size. While 

Type-l algorithm usage was limited to square mesh cells, Type-2 could be used both in 

square and rectangular meshes. 

The super-cell superiority, in CPU time efficiency, over the Monte Carlo code was 

not completely demonstrated in the first benchmark study in Chapter 6. However, for 

larger dimensions the super-cell proved to be much more time efficient (benchmark # 4). 

The new version ofSMARTEPANTS (currently under development), in which a new 

acceleration technique is to be implemented, runs up to ten times faster than it does now 
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increasing the advantage over Monte Carlo. Moreover, the super-cell algorithm was 

shown to be more efficient and yields more harmonious energy and charge deposition 

profiles (see Figs. 6-6, 6-7, 6-10, and 6-11). In benchmark # 3 we showed the effects of 

varying the cylinder's radius as long as the optimum mesh size is chosen to be minimum. 

Despite all the benefits, the current super-cell algorithm has the following 

limitations: 

1. The method is only applicable to the configurations when the cylinder's radius is 

comparable to the particles mean free path in the medium. This is due to the fact 

that in both super-cell algorithms the cylinder's radius is restricted to be less than 

or equal to the mesh size, and mesh size selection is bounded by the particle's 

mean free path. 

2. The cylinders are restrained to be composed of one material, and some more 

realistic problems, such as simulation of the fuel pins in a reactor, are not feasible 

with the current algorithm. 

To remedy the current limitations, a similar methodology which was used in Type-

1 and 2 algorithms is applicable to other varieties of super-cells (Fig. 7-1). Thus by using 

a variation of super-cells in coordination with ordinary mesh cells, a wide range of 

complicated configurations (including fuel pins in reactor environments) can be modeled. 

The super-cell technique resembles the Monte Carlo combinatorial geometry technique in 

that complicated configuration are constructed from a few basic shapes. 
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Figure 7-1. Other varieties of super-cells for more realistic problems. 



APPENDIX A 

Sample Input Deck for the Super-Cell Calculation 

The input data stream for a sample problem is provided below. This is the actual 

data used in one of the sensitivity studies discussed in Chapter 5. 

Title 
Test Problem for Bench mark # 1 in Type-1 Super-Cells 
* 

particles 
electrons 
photons 

* 
mesh 

* 
e-mesh = 5 
eO = 1.6693889 
0.31877778 1 5 

* 
x-mesh = 10 
0.0005 1 10 

* 
y-mesh = 10 
0.0005 1 10 

* 
z-mesh = 8 
0.0005 1 8 

* 
type1 super cells = 8 

* 
cylinders = 1 

* 
center = 0.002 0.002 0.002 

* 
radius = 0.0005 

* 
length = 0.004 

* 
mesh cells = 5 5 5 5 1 8 
subcells = 2 

* 
csda moments = 200 

* 
multigroup moments = 3 
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* 
angles = 8 

* 
distributed source 

* 
source regions = 1 
* 

location = 1 10 1 10 1 8 
* 

energy cells 
1 1 1.0 
2 5 0.0 

* 
isotropic 

* 
iterations 

itsmax = 30 
accuracy = 0.00003 

* 
solver 

xboundary = 0.0 0.0 
yboundary = 0.0 0.0 
zboundary = 0.0 0.0 

* 
fix-up = 0 

* 
output 

currents = 1 
1 5 

* 
fine print regions = 800 

1 10 1 10 1 8 
* 

zones 
* 

materials = 2 
* 

cell materials 
2 1 9 1 10 1 8 
0 5 5 5 5 1 8 
2 6 9 1 10 1 8 
2 1 4 1 10 1 8 
2 1 10 1 4 1 8 
2 1 10 6 10 1 8 
2 9 10 1 10 1 8 



* 
super cell materials 

* 
1 2 1 
2 2 1 
3 2 1 
4 2 1 
5 2 1 
6 2 1 
7 2 1 
8 2 1 

stop 

Each of the parameters and values will now be discussed in order they read into 

the code. 

c PARTICLES 
c 
c (include from one to four of the following particles starting 
c with the source particle) 
c 
c electrons 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

iclmbs = [0 to 4] 

nukes = [0 to 5] 

tvds = [-.1 or positive number] 

csdf = [0.0 to 1.0] 

{4} 

{S} 

{ -.1} 

{O.O} 

c ipl = [integer not exceeding nprts*iel] 
c {nprt x iel} 
c 
c positrons 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

iclmbs = [0 to 4] 

nukes = [0 to 5] 

tvds = [-.1 or positive number] 

{4} 

{S} 

{-.1} 
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c csdf = [0.0 to 1.0] {O.O} 
c 
c ipl = [integer not exceeding nprts*iel] 
c {nprt x iel} 
c 
c 
c protons 
c 
c iclmbs = [0 to 4] {2} 
c 
c nukes = [0 to 5] {4} 
c 
c tvds = [-.1 or positive number] { -.1} 
c 
c csdf = [0.0 to 1.0] {O.O} 
c 
c ipl = [integer not exceeding nprts*iel] 
c {nprt x iel} 
c 
c 
c neutrons 
c 
c iclmbs = [0 to 4] {O} 
c 
c nukes = [0 to 5] {4} 
c 
c tvds = [-.1 or positive number] {-.1} 
c 
c csdf = [0.0 to 1.0] {O.O} 
c 
c ipl = [integer not exceeding nprts*iel] 
c {nprt x iel} 
c 
c 
c ions 
c 
c iclmbs = [0 to 4] {2} 
c 
c nukes = [0 to 5] {4} 
c 
c tvds = [-.1 or positive number] {-.1} 
c 
c csdf = [0.0 to 1.0] {O.O} 



c 
c ipl = [integer not exceeding nprts*iel] 
c {nprtxiel} 
c 
c zp = [real number] 
c 
c 
c 

= ion charge (missing electrons per ion) 

c ap = [real number] , 
c 
c = atomic weight of ion' 

c photons 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

iclmbs = [0 to 4] {O} 

0) no csda cross sections (use this for neutral 
particles) 

1) discontinued option 
2) screened rutherford csda model (not state of 

the art for electron and positrons) 
3) user supplied csda cross sections (untested 

for photons and electrons) 
4) csda cross sections from cepxs via convert 

(recommend option for electrons and positrons) 

nukes = [0 to 5] {5} 

0) no multigroup cross sections (pure csda model) 
1) from ncdata (protons and neutrons only) 
2) discontinued option 
3) user supplied multigroup cross sections (in 

inverse cm) on a file named userxs.mg, to be read 
do 10 i=l,iel 
do 10 nprt=l,nprts 
do 10 med=l,mxmat 
read (55, *) signk(i,med),siga(i,med) 
do 10 I=O,mxdspl 

10 read (55, *) (sigii(i,ii,l,med),ii=l,il) 
where 

signk is the total and sigii the differential multigroup cross sections 
4) same as 3) except that cross sections are 

specified in barns 
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c 5) multigroup cross sections from cepxs via convert 
c (recommended option for electrons,positrons and 
c electrons) 
c 
c 
c 

tvds = [-1.0 or any positive value, x] 

c -1.0) no effect 

{-1.0} 

c x) set the pathlength step for smart cross sections 
c to x instead of (energy step)/(stopping power) 
c accept the default (for me: .05 is a good value 
c for spencer lewis elastic neutrons) 
c 

MESH 
c x-mesh = [1 to 200] 
c 
c = <II> 
c = the number of x-mesh cells 
c 
c delta-x I1 12 
c 
c where 
c delta=x = [real number] 
c = <delx> 
c = x-mesh size (in cm or microns) 
c for cells I1 to 12 
c I1 = [integer not exceeding 12] 
c 12 = [integer not exceeding z-mesh] 
c 
c y-mesh = [1 to 200] 
c 
c = <II> 
c = the number of y-mesh cells 
c 
c delta-y I1 12 
c 
c where 
c delta=y = [real number] 
c = <dely> 
c = y-mesh size (in cm or microns) 
c for cells I1 to 12 
c I1 = [integer not exceeding 12] 
c 12 = [integer not exceeding z-mesh] 
c 
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c z-mesh = [1 to 200] 
c 
c = <ll> 
c = the number of z-mesh cells 
c 
c delta-z 11 12 
c 
c where 
c delta=z = [real number] 
c = <delz> 
c = z-mesh size (in cm or microns) 
c for cells 11 to 12 
c Ii = [integer not exceeding 12] 
c 12 = [integer not exceeding z-mesh] 
c 
c SUPER CELL 
c 

type! super cells = [positive integer] 
or 

type2 super cells = [positive integer] 

= <nses> 

{O} 

{O} 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

= total number of of super cells (multiregion mesh cells) 

enter nses sets of lines (nc = 1,nses) of the form 

c mesh cell = j k I 
c 
c subcells = [positive integer] 
c = <nsubs(nc» 
c = the number of subcells (material regions) in super-cell 
c where 
c j, k, I = the x, y, z mesh cell numbers of super-cell nc 
c 
c 
c 

cylinders = [0 to 10] 

c = <ncyt> 

{O} 

c = total number of cylinders contained in the 
c super cell regions. enter ncyl sets of lines 
c of the form, n = 1, ncyl 
c 
c center = cylx(n) cyly(n) cylz(n) 
c = x y z coordinates of the center of the n'th 
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c 
c 

cylinder 

c radius = cylr(n) 
c = the radius of the n'th cylinder 
c 
c length = cyll(n) 
c = the length of the n'th cy tinder 
c 
c csda moments = [0 to 300] 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

=<maxpls> 
= maximum order of csda legendre cross section 
expansion. the value must be consistent with 
the cepxs value (entered after spinp) when 
cepxs cross sections are used. the suggested 
value is 200. 

c multigroup moments = [0 to 15] 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

= <mxdspl> 
= the maximum order of the multigroup legendre 

cross section. when cepxs cross sections are 
used mxdspl must equal the cepxs value given 
after the key word legendre in the cepxs input 
deck. since the most an is tropic part of the 
the electron scattering cross section is modeled 
via the csda cross sections, a relatively low 4 
value of mxdspl should suffice. i typically use 
p3 to p7. 

c zones (optional) 
c materials = [integer Ie. 15] {1} 
c 
c = <mxmat> 
c (if included this must be the first entry of the 
c zones data block) 
c 
c composition 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

(this key word group is used only if you intend 
to input material compositions for calculating 
screened rutherford cross sections and charged 
particle stopping powers from the ornl spar 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

subroutine. if the csda data comes from cepxs 
and the electron extended first collision 
source option is not used, omit this key word 
group, otherwise give the following information 
for each material m) 

c elements = [integer Ie. 10] 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

= < nel(m) > 
= number of nuclid~ types other than 

hydrogen in material m 

c density = [real number] 
c 
c 
c 
c 

= < avden(m) > 
= density (grams per cubic cm) of material m 

c hydrogen density = [real number] 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

= atomic density (atoms/cubic cm) of 
hydrogen in material m multiplied 
by 1.0 e - 24 

for each element of the m'th material the 
the following lines must be given 

z = [real number] 

= < zz(i,m) > 
= atomic number of the i'th element in the 

m'th material 

a = [real number] 

= < b(i,m) > 
= atomic weight of the i'th element in the 

m'th material 
atom density = [real number] 

= < den(i,m) > 
= atoms per cubic cm of the i'th 
nuclide in the m'th material 

CELL MATERIALS 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

(if there is just one material you can omit this 
key word subgroup, otherwise you must spcify a 
material for each mesh cell. for super cells 
use 0 for the material number. for r-z geometry 
omit j 1 and j2. enter as many lines as needed 
of the form) 

c material j 1 j2 k1 k2 11 12 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

where 
material = [0 to mxmat] 

= < medium(j,k,l) > 
= material for cells j = j 1 to j2, 

k = k1 to k2, I = 11 to 12 
j1 = [integer not exceeding j2] 
j2 = [integer not exceeding jl] 
k1 = [integer not exceeding k2] 
k2 = [integer not exceeding kl] 
11 = [integer not exceeding 12] 
12 = [integer not exceeding 11] 

c SUPER CELL MATERIALS 
c 
c (if there are no super cells omit this key word 
c sub group. otherwise you must specify a material 
c for each sub cell. enter nscs lines, nsc = 1, nscs 
c of the form 
c 
c nsc material1 material2 material3 
c 
c where 
c material(i) = [1,mxmat] 
c = <medsub(i,nsc» 
c = material for sub cell i of super cell 
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